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What is Educational Visioning?
Our design philosophy is “form follows learning.” We believe that our client’s educational philosophy
should guide the design in a direction that allows the architectural fabric of the building to inspire
learning.
We challenge our clients through DLA’s customized Educational Design Process to create designs that
not only meet current needs but enable clients to forecast and prepare for their future.
Educational Visioning is how DLA Architects’ “form follows learning” design philosophy is realized.
Through our experience, we know that every school is unique in its educational vision and approach.
Educational Visioning is the facilitated process that provides insight into the school community. The
result is the articulation of the educational, community, organizational, and functional goals and
values. It enables DLA to develop building plans unique to the needs of our Client.
At the end of the Visioning/Programming Phase, DLA and the Clients served will have effectively
answered critical questions regarding: the skills that your students must have to be successful; the
experiences that will help to develop those skills; and the types of environments that will be required
to support those experiences.

Why is Educational Visioning so important?
Schools are buildings that have long lives and are important to their communities. The reality is that
many schools will experience major improvements only every 40 to 50 years.
This means that Educational Visioning is critical when building or renovating schools. It deﬁnes the
nature of school operations, function, and opportunities for the future. The comprehensive Visioning
process provides the insights for design concepts that foster and anticipate educational change and
are ﬂexible enough to “facilitate” it.

Step-By-Step Approach
Every project starts with an idea and evolves into a building over several phases. Successful educational
facilities begin with a successful educational plan. The objective of this phase is to deﬁne the parameters
for the design team and to listen to everyone’s voice.
The Educational Visioning and Programming sessions included the following:
• April 27, 2018: Session 1
• May 9, 2018: Session 2
• May 18, 2018: Building Tour Day
• May 23, 2018: Session 3
• May 29, 2018: Session 4
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Committee members are identified below. A large cross-section of stakeholders is key to develop a robust
understanding of the community. Including a broad group, ensures visibility to the community and lays the
groundwork for buy-in to the projects conceived. The following individuals include District Administrators,
Board Members, Faculty,and Staff who participated in the selected committee.

Name

Representing

E-mail Address

Dr. Martha Ryan-Toye Superintendent

ryan-toyem@district96.org

Merryl Brownlow

Asst. Superintendent – Curriculum & Instruction

brownlowm@district96.org

Lynda Murphy

Vice President/ Board of Education Member

murphyl@district96.org

Rich Regan

Board of Education Member

rich.regan@district96.org

Pam Shaw

Director of Special Education & Student Services

shawp@district96.org

Don Tufano

Director of Technology & Innovation

tufanod@district96.org

Jason Smit

Instructional Technology Coordinator

smitj@district96.org

Todd Gierman

Principal

giermant@district96.org

Caitlin Rogers

Resource Teacher

rogersc@district96.org

Christine Guastella

Kindergarten Teacher

guastellac@district96.org

David Becker

1st Grade teacher

beckerd@district96.org

Sara Hickey

2nd Grade Teacher

hickeys@district96.org

Danielle Munson

3rd Grade teacher

munsond@district96.org

Jeff Wydra

4th Grade Teacher

wydraj@district96.org

Amy Wright

5th Grade Teacher

wrighta@district96.org

Jane Laritsen

General/Vocal Music Teacher

lauritsenj@district96.org

Carrie Matlock

DLA Architects, ltd.

c.matlock@dla-ltd.com

Ryan Kelley

DLA Architects, ltd.

r.kelley@dla-ltd.com

Matt Lowe

DLA Architects, ltd.

m.lowe@dla-ltd.com

Emma Rutkowski

DLA Architects, ltd.

e.rutkowski@dla-ltd.com
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Session 1: April 27, 2018
The Agenda for the April 27th, 2018 session included the following:
1. Welcome
• Meet the DLA team and the Committee for Ames
2. Introduction of Committee Members
• Contribute an idea or a brief concept of the vision that you
have for the design of the new school.
3. Empathy and Learning/Working Context
• An overview of the demographics and developmental needs of the
target population for whom we are designing.
4. Essential Educational Program Features
• Brainstorming exercise to focus on a brief account of the key program
goals and features that will guide the creation of your 21st Century
Learning Context.
5. Identify “Hopes and Concerns” Activity
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Carrie Matlock, President of DLA, introduced her team and their key roles in the project. She explained
DLA’s mission and expressed their excitement to work with the Riverside School District, especially Ames
Elementary.
Matt Lowe, Director of Design, began the session by speaking about DLA’s process and what the next month
was going to look like for the committee. Matt then asked everyone in the group to go around and introduce
themselves and say what they are most excited about for the future learning environment at Ames.

What are you most excited for?
• Create a building with adequate spaces
• Learning spaces with bright sunshine
• Helping beneﬁt the larger population
• Spaces close to cohorts and colleagues

“

I am excited to
start this process and

ultimately move forward
from traditions, and create a
school that is more modern.”

• More space with a Media Center
• The ability to learn outside
• Discovering a new learning approach
• Putting in an outdoor green space with a playground
• Flexibility for teachers and students
• A large gym space for the whole school
• To start the process and move forward from tradition
• Be able to bring the whole district to the current century
• Creating Inclusive learning environments

I am most excited to

inclusive
“Create
learning

environments
that meet the needs
of all students and
teachers.”

Todd Gierman
Principal of A.F. Ames
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Lynda Murphy
Vice President
Board of Education Member

Empathy and Learning/Working Context
An overview of the demographics and developmental needs of the
target population for whom we are designing.
As a full group, DLA asked the committee to identify individuals directly involved in this aspect of the
educational experience. After identifying the users of their current facility, the committee then analyzed and
prioritized the Challenges & Needs of these individuals. The following is a summary of the discussion:

Ames’ Current Users:
1.

Students

2.

Faculty

3.

Parents

4.

Families

5.

Community

6.

Volunteers

7.

Before and After School Care

8.

YMCA

9.

Reading Program

10. Guest Speakers/Performances
11. Skype Sessions
12. PTA
13. Girl Scouts
14. Park District

Students Needs:

Local needs:

1.

Individualized attention

1.

A gym

2.

Flexibility

2.

Space separated from school space

3.

Appropriate sized (scale) furniture

3.

Outdoor Learning Space

4.

Collaboration Spaces

4.

Storage

Faculty Needs:
1.
2.

Common Lounge
“There isn’t enough room for us”
Bigger Spaces

a. Storage

Community Guest Needs:
1.

Large Presentation Space

2.

Speaker System

3.

Stage

Parents Needs:
1.

Organized Drop-off/Pick-up

2.

Parking spaces for family events

3.

Secured and Monitored entrance

4.

Flexible common spaces
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The group then explored deeper into the needs of the students, staff, and the community by speaking about
each classroom and teacher’s needs. The small group activity had the individuals determine and prioritize
a focus or theme that will best serve these individuals (e.g. Collaboration, Design Process, Inquiry). As well
as, define and prioritize the modes of learning/working that best engages these individuals (e.g. Creative
Collaboration, Authentic, Real World). The following is a summary of the discussion:

Group 1:
• Flexibility
• Collaboration
• Variability
○ Classroom space
• Gathering space
• Sensory support (also separate)
• Play space (Primary)
○ Outside learning
• Science or outdoor
○ Student groupings
• Teammates
• Outside help (math intervention)
• Grade level meetings
Group 2:
• Safety
○ Visual and audio learning
○ Controlled line of sight (supervised)
• Collaboration
• Space
○ Design for kids
Group 3:
• Collaboration
• Community
• Movement
○ In the classroom
○ Outside
○ Hallways
○ Between specialists
○ Quiet space
• Create
• Cooperative Learning
• Flexibility
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Carrie Matlock
addressed the
similarities across
the groups and had
everyone name
the most essential
elements that will
drive these sessions
forward and guide the
design process.

M
F
C
P
E
ovement

lexibility

ollaboration
ersonalized
fﬁciency
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Essential Educational Program Features
Brainstorming exercise to focus on a brief account of the key program
goals and features that will guide the creation of your 21st Century Learning Context
As a full group, the committee discussed and established the District’s Educational Philosophy. Simply and
clearly stated, this will provide the “why” for the project. The following is a summary of the current programs
at Ames, District 96:

The mission of Riverside
School District

“P

96 is to

rovide for each student a challenging
education which promotes
academic excellence, encourages creativity,
develops critical thinking, and fosters respect
for self, community, and the environment.”
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Students:

Staff:

Community:

375 Students

• (2) Kindergarten

• YMCA

• (3) 1st Grade

• Girl Scouts

• (3) 2nd Grade

• Park District

• (3) 3rd Grade

○ Yoga

• (3) 4th Grade

○ Basketball

• (3) 5th Grade

○ Floor Hockey

• Ready Gen.

• (4) Resource Staff
(Special Ed.)

○ Chess

• Benchmark Advance

• (2) Librarian

• Math in Focus

○ Artists

• (2) E.L.L. Specialist

• Reading Mastery

○ Authors

• (2) Advanced Learning

• Reading Program

○ Speakers

• (3) Music

○ Skype Sessions

• K-5th Grade
• E.L.L.
• TBE/TBI
• Early Childhood
• Autism Class
• Sensory/Motor

• Book fair

○ Band/Orchestra

• Corrective Reading

• (1) Art

• Language for Learning

• (1) Math Intervionist

• Wilson Reading

• (2) Reading Specialist

• Second Step (K-5)

• (1) P.E

• Scott Foresman
• Orff-Schulwerk (K-5)

• (3) Student Services
(Psych, Speech,
Social Workers)

• Level Learning Intervention

• (1) P.T.

• Leveled Library

• (1) O.T.

• National Geographic

• (1) Vision

• Time for Kids

• (1) Hearing

• Talent show

• (1) Nurse

• Lunch

• (3) Ofﬁce Administration

• Recess

• (1) Behavioral Specialist

• Band/Orchestra

• (3) Custodians

• Music

• (8) Para-Professionals

• Art

• (1) Principal

• Foss

• Guest Performances

• Veterans Day

• Before/After care
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As small groups committee members were asked to consider “21st Century Learning Skills” and “Priority
Learning Goals” and think about how the educational experience is personalized for students and ponder
how learning is demonstrated by students. Each group then presented their ideas to the full group. The
following is a summary of those ideas:

Group 1:
• Keyboarding
• Communication
• Through technology but also face to face
• Struggle through communication because of technology
• Critical thinking
○ Advocating for self
○ Be an agent for your own learning
○ Productive struggle
• Collaboration
• Curiosity
• Design thinking
• Creativity and problem solving
• Interpersonal skills
21st Century Programs:
• S.T.E.A.M – special in core class
• Organizational techniques
○ Planners, study skills, ownership
• Executive functioning programs
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Group 2:
• Create
○ Book creator
○ Google options
○ Elem. STEM
○ Play (Time/Space)
• Collaborate
• Speaking/Listening (Explain)
• Technology Skills
• Design
• Reﬂect/Adjust
• Hands-on
• Decision Makers
• Write
• Questioning/Researching
○ More Informational Text
○ Science Phenomenon
• Skills for learning
○ Body Still
○ Eyes Watching
○ Assertive
• Emotional regulation
• Interpersonal Skills (Socialize)
• Respectful, Responsible, Safe
• Self awareness (Learning Styles
Group 3:
• Creativity/innovation
• Communication/Google Hangout
• Research/Information Fluency
• Critical Thinking/Problem Solving/Decision
Making
• Digital Citizenship
• Tech Concepts
• Interconnectivity
• Presenting
• Differentiate/Choice (Menu) to Personalize
Education
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Conclusion
Matt Lowe introduced a “Homework” activity that asked each individual member to contribute inspiration
images that represented their vision for their dream school which would be discussed in the next session.
They then were provided an index card and were asked to identify their “Hopes” and their “Concerns” which
Identify
“Hopesgroup.
and Concerns”
Activity:
they shared with
the whole
The following
is the list of their hopes and concerns:
Hopes

Concerns

1

Freedom, just like the freedom to teach the
way you want, and have an environment that
allows you to do what you want

Money

2

Learning environment which fosters
collaborative learning for all learners to grow
to their potential.

Funding and not being able to think outside
of what is comfortable and previously
practiced

3

Space-both indoor/outdoor. No more teaching
in “closets”. Sacred teacher space. Student
movement and learning choice. A bigger and
brighter building still full of smiles
I hope Ames can continue to be the amazing
place it already is and with all these amazing
ideas it will truly be the learning ideal for all of
our kids. We love Ames!
Sunlight, space and time will be provided to
enable a joyous yet concrete musical
experience for every child at Ames

Room for storing teaching materials. Access to
running water in classroom lost? The majority
of space is used for adults. Funding

6

Create a 21st century learning environment
that allows all students to create, grow, and be
curious in their education

Not being able to pivot from tradition

7

My hope is that this project is one that is
amazing for us here at Ames, but is the spark
that lights the next fire down the road. The next
school, next district, next community
A school that PHHWV WKH needV RI all learners
and students, that provides teachers with the
environment to meet their students needs, and
for all stake holders be able to enjoy

Can we pull this off? I love that I get to
contribute to the conversation. Is someone
with more power (has the money) going to
override?
Will we get the project completed in a
“reasonable” amount of time? Will we capture
all of our needs so we can accommodate our
students for future years to come?

4

5

8

I worry that nothing will change

That we will be constrained by budget

9

I hope students can feel a greater investment in Money
their school and learning by having more
opportunities for creating, showing their
knowledge to others and having their voices
heard to make change
11 Ames becomes a place where all needs are
Space and outdoor options
met and where all children can come, sunlight
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12 Design and build to this group’s vision

Time, space, money, and equity

13 Community for collaborative space for student
and teachers, early childhood space

Too much money, will others embrace the
change

Session 2: May 9, 2018
The Agenda for the May 9th, 2018 session included the following:
1. Review of Session 1 Findings
2. “Visual Listening” Activity - Homework Assignment
• Discuss your favorite “inspiration” images and explain why they
were selected.
3. Guiding Architectural Design Principles
• Generate a listing of 4-7 overarching design principles that articulate
priorities for the facility as connected to educational program.
4. Spatial Planning for Key Spaces and Conceptual Relationships
• An overview of key spaces, characteristics and adjacencies that will
support the school program and bring it to life.
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“Visual Listening” Activity
Discuss your favorite “inspiration” images and explain why they were selected.
The committee members put together a slide show of images that represented their vision for their dream
school. Each individual described images that included 21st Century Learning Environments. The group
spoke about spaces, furniture, colors, etc. The following images are ones used from the slide show with each
member’s comments.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND STUDENT SERVICES
“Comfy chairs for the
administration area.
Positive thoughtful
words throughout
the building
(impressions).”

MEDIA CENTER
“Curved
and ﬂowing
bookshelves,
ones for different
functions. Zones
for kids with a
makers space
joined with
common spaces
(maybe the
same?).”

MUSIC
“An incredibly
big space
that is ﬂexible
(ﬁxed risers are
desirable due to
time constraints
for changing
rooms) A light
ﬁlled room.”
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COMMONS AREA
“A bright open space
where large group
instruction can take
place. A lot of space for
kids to move around.
As well as acting as
a ﬂexible space for
everyone to use.”

LEARNING NEIGHBORHOOD
“A colorful
positivity wall
that says it’s a
happy place.”
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CORE LEARNING SPACE
“Ability to think and
collaborate with quiet
spaces. Also different
ways to collaborate
(ﬂoor to ceiling magnetic
dry erase for display and
writing).”

“P

ersonalized
learning
spaces that
celebrate each
individual student’s
strengths.”

SPECIALIZED LEARNING SPACES
“A space that is
multi-functional
and very ﬂexible
for students.
Possibly having
a storage wall
for each kid’s
belongings.”

“A sensory room that
allows each student
to move freely as
well as have their
own personal space
within.”
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ATHLETIC FACILITIES
“A large space that is
able to hold the whole
School for events, even
room for parents and
guests. The gym should
be separate from the
dining area too.”

CORRIDOR/CIRCULATION
“Maximizing space
within the halls
(ﬂexible seating).
Having an
individualized space
that converts into a
larger space (using
every square inch as
learning space.”
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TEACHER COLLABORATION
“We need an area for
respite (adults only)
so we are at our best
place for the kids. A
space that provides
us an opportunity to
collaborate without
being cramped.”

OUTDOOR SPACE

“N

ontraditional
playground
equipment can be a gift
to the community, not just the
students at Ames.”

“Flower boxes
allow gardening
opportunities.
An outdoor
classroom
space that
kids have an
investment in.”
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Guiding Architectural Design Principles
Generate a listing of 4-7 overarching design principles that articulate priorities for the
facility as connected to educational program.
The committee broke into small groups and were asked to establish and prioritize the guiding principles that
will ensure adherence to their vision and priorities (e.g. Focused Learning, Identity-Purpose, Community,
Accountability, Hope, Wonder) as well as to imagine how the program may evolve over the next 20 years and
how the facility could possibly support the evolution.

Group 1:

Group 2:

• Family

• Family

• Create

• Inclusive

• Collaboration

• Community

• Student-Centered

• Focused

• Community

• Explorative

• Belonging

• Efﬁciency

• Whole child

• Leaders

• Happy

• Accomplishments

• Choice

• Struggles

• Safe

• Comfort

• Flexibility

• Foundation

• Exploration/Reﬂective

• Inventive

• Welcoming

• Fun
• Big picture
• Acceptance
• Open

Overarching Design Principles

C
I
I
F
E

ommunal

• Risk taking
Group 3:

nclusive
nspirational

• Flexibility
• Creativity
• Inspirational

lexible

• Thought provoking/reﬂective
• Whimsical

xploration

• Communal/Collaboration
• Inviting
• Transformative
• Improvisational
• Individuality
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Evolution of Program and Building Support
Group 3:

Group 1:
• Individuality

• Sensory

• Shared spaces/Flexible learning

• Flexible

• Expanding Bilingual Programs

• Progressive

• Social and emotional support

• Open Space

• Aware of building footprint/green space

• Sharing

• Technology

• Versatility
• Technology
• Environmental
• Grade Level Centers

Group 2:
• Adaptable/Open Concept
○ Team efforts
• Innovative

• Safer
• Accessibility
• Space
• Project based building design

• Connectivity
○ Connecting to the world inside
and out
• Outdoor/Environmentally Conscious
• Taking care of the Earth
• Evolutionary
• Collaborator
• Collusion
• Inquiry/Discovery
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

D
A
C
V
I

iversity (Celebration of Differences)
ccountability/Sustainability
onnectivity (Virtual & Green Space)
ersatility
ndividuality

Spatial Planning for Key Spaces and Conceptual Relationships
An overview of key spaces, characteristics and adjacencies that will support
the school program and bring it to life. Describe spaces, adjacencies and design
ideas in as much detail as possible (e.g. Type of Space, Near To, Isolated From).
You may want to focus on developing your design thinking regarding two or three
spaces or zones within your school or learning context.
As a full group the committee was asked to envision “blue sky” attributes that they would include in their
space if money and other limitations did not exist. Then in small groups they discussed the key spaces and
adjacencies that would ideally exist:

• Activities and Uses (e.g. Primary Purpose, Function)
1. Goals/Objectives for the activity area
2. Planned Usage (Identify the experiences and activities planned for users of the area)
3. Number of Users
4. Staff Required
5. Groupings (e.g. Large or Small Group Instruction, Individual Student Work, Teams)

• Services (e.g. Technology, Communications, Controls)
• FFE (Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment)

• Access (e.g. Storage, Display, Visibility, Support Spaces)
•

Special Considerations (e.g. Transparency, Exposed Structure, Acoustics)
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PERFORMANCE SPACE

GENERAL EDUCATION SPACES

• Acoustics

• Ability to think and collaborate

• A/V Storage

• Quiet Space

• Sound/Lighting

• Different way to collaborate

• Highlighting student performance

• Floor to ceiling magnetic dry erase for
display and writing

○ Band/Orchestra
○ Veteran’s/Special
• Support students/adults
○ 1,000 people
• Flexibility to become small group spaces
○ Movable
○ Sound partitions
○ Instrument storage

MUSIC/BAND/ORCHESTRA ROOM
• To teach K-5 music
• Embedded risers
• Central ﬂoor/dancing spaces
• Sound system
• Light by the sun
• Storage for instruments

ART ROOM
• Light/windows
• Kiln Room
• Display boards
• Deep Sinks
• Shelving
• Flexible furniture

SENSORY ROOM
• Carpeting
• Apparatus for movement
• Sound proof
• Privacy
• Away from ofﬁce
• Option for natural light
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ITINERANT SPACE
• Multi-functional
• Flexible
• Storage Wall
○ Student’s have their own storage

OUTDOOR GREEN SPACE
• Flower Boxes
• Gardening Opportunities
• Outdoor Classroom
• Connection to Community
• Turf

TEACHER COLLABORATION SPACE
• A quiet space for just teachers

MULTI-PURPOSE
• Possibly a gym
• Large enough to accommodate entire
school
○ Veterans Day, Holiday concerts,
Awards assembly/celebration
○ Author visits (Stage/bleachers,
performance space)
○ Before/After care, Riverside Parks
and Rec
• Grade-Level meeting space

INFORMATION COMMONS
• Real books/check out
• Maker space
• Reading hang out space
• Green screen wall
• Sound studio (recording space)

CORRIDOR/CIRCULATION
• Maximizing space within the halls
• Flexibility
• Having Individualized space that
converts into a large space
• Every square inch is learning space

MAKERS SPACE
• Zones for different functions
• Connection to Media Center
• Joined with common spaces
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Session 3: May 23, 2018
The Agenda for the May 23rd, 2018 session included the following:
1. Review of Guiding Architectural Design Principles
• Diversity (Celebration of Differences)
• Accountability/Sustainability (Conservation)
• Connectivity (Virtual and Green Space)
• Versatility
• Individuality
2. Summary of Building Tour
• Present and Discuss likes and dislikes from the building tour
3. Bubble Diagramming
4. Group Presentations and Discussion
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Summary of Building Tour
The committee and DLA took tours of current schools to receive inspiration towards their new school.

Kennedy Elementary School
Pre-K - 3rd Grade
Schiller Park, IL

Kennedy Elementary
• Secured Entrance with a purpose
• Colorful
• Loved the lighting choices
• Neighborhood hallways
• Colors
• Equal way-ﬁnding
• For children
• Creating zones
• Safety for students and staff
• “What happens when Todd has to move
someone?”
• Grey becomes blue?
• Can we alter spaces to ﬁt our needs?
• The whole place felt student centered
• Designed for children
• Furniture
• “We talk about crowding, the trend from
major schools…” it was respectful towards
children and very children centered
• The community spaces (shared)
○ Reading room

○ Professional Development
• Teachers planning space
• Versatility with shared spaces
○ Anyone can come in and utilize these
rooms
• Flooring
○ Sense of comfort and strength
• So shocked by the fact that Kennedy
never used their calm room
○ Testament to the environment and
change of atmosphere?
• Love the Garage door in the art room
○ “Never seen that in a school before”
○ Connecting art and literacy aspect
• Flexibility in furniture
• Whole space looks comfortable to be in
• Loved the reading nooks within the
classroom
○ Kids love small spaces like that
• Lowered windows to be able to see
outside at their level
• I like how our school has individuality of
displaying student work

• Able to have a shared responsibility • Furniture (ﬂexible)
○ Small classes between classrooms
• What didn’t seem difﬁcult was the color
and the ability to see outside
○ Presentation space
○ Simple application and presentation
• Opportunities for collaboration
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Bubble Diagramming Activity
Spend time to generate illustrative “bubble diagrams,” sketches, and/or plan
drawings that illustrate your conceptual design thinking regarding the
following spaces.
In small groups the committee began the activity by working on parts of the building at the same time.
The expectation was not to create finalized architectural renderings. Rather, to visually present an array of
rich recommendations that may have emerged from previous discussions. Each group then presented an
extensive presentation of their work to the full committee, with an opportunity for questions and input from
everyone. The following is a summary of each groups presentation:

Group 1:
First Floor
·

·
·

·
·

·

·
·
·

Utilized the areal to be able to see an
addition space
o Use a bump out area for café,
multi-purpose room
Left classrooms the same
o Moved grade levels
Grade centered areas
o Colored sections
o Wings for each grade
Media Center
o Utilize the art/music room
Gym
o Take out bleachers
o Use for classrooms
Take out stage
o Use that area for common space
o Add garden space/playground
Current play area
o Use for soft play and green space
Sensory room
Office in same area
o More open

Second Floor
·
·

Classrooms stay the same
o Keep all grade levels together
Take out bleachers
o Utilize space for atrium
o Maybe add more classrooms
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Group 2:
First Floor
·
·

·

·
·

·

·
·
·

·

Fine Arts wing-love them all together
o Took out existing gym
Challenges-cannot fit everyone in gym
o Knock out bleachers
o Maybe add portable bleachers
o No stage
Band/orchestra wing
o Connected to stage
o Creating a shared space with
acoustica sound wall in between
o Near music room
Main entrance stays the same
Current library
o OT/PT office
o Resource above it
1st & 2nd Grade becomes media
center/commons space
o Love the idea of walking into
building and seeing the library
Kindergarten stays the same
1st & 2nd & 5th moves into new space on
the side of building
Cafeteria
o Flexible for events
o Before/After care utilizing that
space
Allow for natural light in every space

Second Floor
·
·
·

All classrooms will have a shared space
Presentation space
o For all students
Advanced learning upstairs

Second Floor
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Group 3:
First Floor
·

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Came from the back half of the building
o Utilizing the current parking for
the addition
§ Performance/Gym Space
§ Enough room for all
Itinerant Spaces along perimeter
Existing Gym
o Take out bleachers
o Cafetorium
o Band/Orchestra
Use new property as green
space/outdoor learning space
Move Art room to corner of the building
Current Art room as staff lounge
o Okay with no window
Leave the classrooms the way they are
o Upgrade
Use library as a possible extra classroom
o Mostly for teacher collaboration
Potentially squaring off the building to
add more spaces and to be able to
move current spaces around
Between the two offices by kiln, use as a
calming space

Second Floor
·
·
·

·
·

Teacher’s lounge as classroom
Allow for small group spaces
With the addition use as makers space
with garage door to library/media
center
o Extend the two together
Build two new classrooms above gym
space
Utilized addition for gym space to not
disturb classroom spaces
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Bubble Diagrams from Group Sessions
Group 1:

Group 2:

Group 3:
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Session 4: May 29, 2018
The Agenda for the May 29th, 2018 session included the following:
1. Program Overview
• As a full group the committee discussed all of the blue sky spaces for
their addition/renovation
2. Final Thoughts
• DLA concluded the sessions with a discussion on the priority spaces.
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Program of Spaces
The following is a program of potential spaces for the proposed new addition/remodel. The quantities and
types of spaces listed have been derived from the discussions during the final session.

GENERAL LEARNING SETTINGS

EXPLORATORY (SPECIALIZED) LEARNING SPACES

Cohort/Learning Neighborhood:
(3) Early Childhood Learning Studio
(3) Kindergarten Learning Studio
(6) Primary (1st-2nd) Learning Studio
(9) Intermediate (3rd-5th) Learning Studio
(6) Group Learning / Breakout Rooms
(2) Learning Hub
· Project Area
· Presentation Area
(1) Reading Room

Art:
(1) Art Room
(1) Kiln Room
(1) Art Workroom/Storage
(1) Outdoor Patio Area

COMMON SHARED SPACES

Music:
(1) Band Storage
(1) Music Office/ Library
(1) Break-out/Practice Room
(1) Music Room
(1) Music Storage
Occupational and Physical Therapy (OT/PT):
(1) Motor/Sensory Room
· Office
· Storage

Dining/Assembly/Performance:
(1) Commons
(1) Multi-Purpose Space/Dining
(1) Raised Platform
(1) Storage
(1) Performance Storage

STUDENT SUPPORT AREAS

Gymnasium:
(1) Gymnasium
(1) P.E. Storage
(1) P.E. Office

Miscellaneous Support Spaces:
(4) Special Education Room
(2) PTA Storage
(1) Book Room (Leveled Reading)

Information Center:
(1) Media Center
· Stack Space
· Instructional Space
· Storytime Space
(1) Broadcast Space
(1) Media Center Storage
(1) Maker Space

Professional Development Center:
(2) Teacher Prep/Workroom/Storage
(1) Staff Café
(4) Staff Restroom
(1) Staff Pump Room (Nursing Mothers)

Recycling Center:
(1) Recycling Center
OUTDOOR SPACE
(1) Early Childhood Play Lot
(1) Enclosed Storage
(1) K-5 Outdoor Play Lot
(1) Parking Lot

Specialty Offices/Resource Room:
(1) Psychologist
(1) Social Worker
(1) Speech Therapist
(1) Itinerant Office-Shared
(2) E.L.L (TBI/TBE)
(2) Reading Specialist
(1) Math Interventionist
(1) Advanced Learning

Represents Committee’s Priority Spaces
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Thank you for playing an essential role in the future of
A.F. Ames Elementary School and Riverside School District 96

DLA Architects, Ltd.
Two Pierce Place, Suite 1300
Itasca, Illinois 60143
847-742-4063
www.dla-ltd.com

